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A STUDY ON MIGRATION PHENOMENON IN AUTOMOTIVE A/C SYSTEMS
Feng Bin and Jon Churgay
Visteon Automotive Systems
Climate Control Systems Division
15041 S. Commerce Dr.
Dearborn, MI 48120
ABSTRACT
Migration phenomenon has long been attributed to the root cause for compressor dry seizures. In this report,
the migration test results on two automotive A/C systems are presented to better understand this phenomenon. The
focus of this investigation was on migration phenomenon, not a specific method to solve it. It is shown that migration effect can be reduced by improving frictional characteristics of the compressor components, changing the
mounting and orientation of system components and adding oil to A!C systems. Therefore, migration failure mode is
not only related to temperature changes, but also a result of interactions of many variables.
INTRODUCTION
Refrigerant always moves to the coldest part in an A/C system. If the temperature at the compressor is higher
than that at the evaporator or condenser, refrigerant will flow out of the compressor and into the evaporator or condenser. This refrigerant movement due to temperature difference is called migration. Since PAG oil is miscible in
liquid refrigerant, it will be removed from the compressor along with refrigerant, producing a dry compressor.
If a vehicle is out of operation for a few days in a parking lot, the temperature change between day and night
will cause migration flow. For example, in the evening, the compressor will cool slower than other A/C components
because it is mounted on the engine block which has a large thermal inertia. So refrigerant will flow from the compressor to other components. Some portion of the oil inside the compressor will be washed out during this process.
In the morning, the condition will be reversed: the temperatures at the condenser and inside passenger compartment
(thus evaporator) will be higher than the compressor's because of the sun shine and green house effect. Also the
compressor temperature will rise slower due to the large engine block mass. In this case, refrigerant will flow into
the compressor from other components. Unfortunately, the oil will not return 100% with the refrigerant this time
because the system hose routing is complex and oil logging always occurs at some locations. If the same process
repeats itself the next day, the oil in the compressor will be diluted. As a result, the compressor can become completely dry or near dry after several days during which the environment temperature has big changes (severe migration cycles). If the compressor is started at this condition, it will seize at the swashplate for swashplate type of compressors. This is referred to as "migration seizure" in the industry.
Depending on the degree of the temperature difference and the rate to change it, the refrigerant flow process
can be slow or agitating, leading to different levels of oil depletion. Generally, the larger and the faster the temperature fluctuation is, the fewer cycles are needed to dry out a compressor. Normally, a temperature change of 30 op
between day and night is considered "large".
Migration failure can be characterized by no or little oil film on swashplates, damage/deep scratches on
swashplate surface (sometimes shoe binding on swashplate), thin oil film on gaskets and low/no oil at the internal
walls of the compressor heads. The swashplate compressor failure mode associated with migration is the seizure of
shoe on swashplate due to no lubrication. Although the term "migration" is used frequently, temperature change is
not the only factor affecting this type of failure. The following variables play big roles in this failure mode: total
amount of oil in an A!C system, system configuration (hose route, relative locations of components), rate and range
of temperature change, long time parking, TXV or CCOT system, oil returning time, compressor design and component characteristics (e.g. swashplate surface lubricity) and initial engagement speed (rpm).
The above variables can have either independent or combined effects on the migration dry seizure failure
mode. But due to the time constraint and limited resources, only some of the variables were studied independently.
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For a given compressor design, two decisive factors in migration phenomenon are: 1) how much oil remains in compressor after temperature cycles and 2) how soon the oil can return to compressor at initial engagement. Generally,
the more oil is left in a compressor or the faster the oil returns to a compressor, the less chance to have a dry failure.

TEST PROCEDURES AND CONDITIONS
Two CCOT automotive A/C systems (car and truck) were set up in Visteon Climate Control Lab to simulate
migration phenomenon. Two kinds of tests were performed in this study: 1) Weight measurement test and 2) Compressor start-up test. The purpose of the former is to quantitatively evaluate effects of various factors on migration
(i.e. amount of oil left in a compressor). The latter is to assess the ultimate vehicle results from migration because the
first test can not answer if a certain amount of oil is enough for a pump to survive in the field. Also it can differentiate various compressor designs.
During the tests, the temperatures at compressor, evaporator and condenser were controlled by an A/C unit
and two hot air guns. The temperatures in the tests were chosen to simulate the worst conditions such as in desert
areas. The test procedures were as follows:
1. Measure the weight of each system component.
2. Assemble the A/C system.
3. Subcool the system for 2 hours to simulate normal A/C operation (2000 RPM, Pd=221 psi, P,=25 psi).
4. Start temperature cycles as described in Table 1: beginning and ending with Condition Set 1, alternate the two sets
of conditions in 2 hour intervals, for 22 hours.
5. At the end of the temperature cycles,
a. For weight measurement test: Disassemble the system, measure the weight of each component.
b. For start-up test: Start the compressor at 1500 rpm. If the pump seizes within 60 seconds, stop the test. If
the pump survives 60 seconds, keep running for 20 minutes at the conditions listed in step 3.
6. Tear down and visually observe the compressor.
Table 1. Temperature setting for migration test.
Components

Condition Set 1 (2 hrs)

Condition Set 2 (2 hrs)

Evaporator

Room temp (- 75 °F)

-90 °F

Condenser

Room temp (-75 °F)

-50 op

Compressor

-so oF

- 170 °F

EXPE~ENTAL

RESULTS

Effect of system configuration
Although "system configuration" is used here, only accumulator location and the angle of suction hose to
manifold were studied at this time.
1. Accumulator location:
Weight measurement test: The migration test results for four accumulator locations on the truck A/C system
are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. It is obvious that migration will move most or 100% of the PAG oil out of the compressor
under the test conditions. The direction of oil movement seems to be both ways: discharge line to condenser or suction line to accumulator and evaporator. This can be seen from the oil amount change in these components shown in
Fig. 2. However, the oil movement in the discharge side becomes significant only when the accumulator location is
much higher than the compressor's. As the accumulator location changes from low to high, the main stream of oil
migration shifts from evaporator to condenser. The explanation is that the high mount accumulator makes oil hard to
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Figure 1. Amount of oil left in compressor after migration cycle (11 oz. oil in the system)
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Figure 2. Net change of oil amount in system components after migration (11 oz. oil in the system).
move upwards. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the oil amount change inside the compressor is relatively small even a
big change in accumulator height is introduced.
Compressor start-up test: Three accumulator locations were examined and the start-up results are listed in
Table 2. It shows that the higher the accumulator, the better chance to survive migration. When the compressor with
non coated swashplate is at the same level as the accumulator's, it has a 50% chance to survive under the worst migration condition. By comparing the results with the oil amount shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that at least 3
grams of oil are needed for a compressor to survive a migration start.
2. Suction hose orientation to the manifold
A video observation of refrigerant movement after compressor shut-off showed the effect of the hose angle to
the compressor manifold. When a compressor was shut off from normal operation, the temperature at the compressor
body was higher than evaporator's. So refrigerant-oil liquid mixture (foam) flew out of the compressor towards the
accumulator/evaporator through the suction line. After a while, the evaporator temperature rose and compressor
temperature dropped until an equilibrium was reached. Then, refrigerant flow stopped. If the suction line stays above
the compressor and goes downhill towards the compressor manifold, as shown in Figure 3(a), the movement of refrigerant-oil mixture stops at a certain distance from the compressor when the evaporator temperature rises after
compressor shut-off. Eventually the liquid (or foam) slug moves back towards the compressor and oil does not leave
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Table 2. Compressor Start Up Results After Migration
Accumulator location relative to
compressor

Sample
Number

7 oz. Oil in the system

11 oz. oil in the system

1ft below

1
2

Seized immed.
Seized immed.

Seized

Seizure at 11 sec.
Seized immed.

Passed
Seized at 20 sec.

Even

1
2

2ft above

1

Passed

(b) Suction hose mount: Uphill

(a) Suction hose mount: Downhill
Figure 3. Effect of suction hose angle on oil retention in compressor.

the compressor completely. If the suction line goes uphill towards the compressor manifold and stays below the
compressor, as shown in Figure 3(b), the liquid slug is easy to move away from the compressor and into accumulator/evaporator. So a lot of oil will leave the compressor and it is hard to move back even if temperature condition
changes. Therefore, the compressors with this type of hose route always have less oil available when compressor is
started. In addition, if a migration environment is encountered, more oil will be washed out of the compressor with
this type of set-up. To have a better understanding on how much oil is involved, a rough estimate is given as follows:
Assuming:
d =hose internal dia. = 5/8 in= 15.9 mm;
L =length of refrigerant-oil liquid slug inside the hose= 8 in= 203 mm.
v =available swashplate cavity volume= 1t/4 * 94 2 * 19 = 131855 mm3 132 cc
v1= liquid volume inside the hose= 1t/4 d2 * L = 40306 mm3 = 40.3 cc
and also assuming that 100% of the swashplate cavity is occupied by refrigerant-oil mixture for case (a) in Fig. 3 and
30% for case (b), then the total volume of refrigerant-oil mixture is:
Va v + v1 = 172.3 cc
for case (a);
Vb = 30% * v = 40 cc
for case (b).

=

=

If the A/C system has a 4% oil in circulation rate, then the total amount of oil available for compressor start-up is:
= 1.6 cc.
Case (a): amount of oil= .04 * 172.3 = 6.9 cc; Case (b): amount of oil= .04 * 40

It is obvious that big difference exists between the two hose set-up configurations. Case (a) contains much
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more oil in the compressor and it's better for compressor initial engagement.
Effect of adding oil in A/C systems
The focus of the migration issue is the oil amount in compressors before clutch engagement. By adding more
oil into an A/C system, we can immediately achieve higher percentage of oil in circulation. As a result. two positive
effects are imposed with this change: 1) When a compressor is shut off, more oil will be left inside the compressor;
and 2) More oil will be gathered in evaporator and accumulator. So it is easier and take a shorter time for oil to
return to the compressor.
The compressor start-up test results with different oil levels are shown in Table 3 and they conflrm the advantage of adding oil into A/C systems.
Table 3. Migration Start-up Test Result with 3 Oil Levels (1500 rpm at clutch engagement).
Accumulator Location
Relative To Compressor

Even

Start-up Result
Sample No.

7 oz oil

9 oz oil

11 oz oil

1

Seized at 11 sec.

Seized

Pass

2

Seized immed.

Seized

Seized at 15 sec.

Effect of compressor components
1. Swashplate Coating
The root cause for migration seizure is no lubrication at sliding interfaces. So any coating on swashplate or
shoe surfaces to reduce interface friction at dry conditions can increase the chance to survive migration. In this study,
tin coated swashplates was used to compare with non coated swashplates. From Table 4, it can be seen that tin
coated swashplate is very helpful to resist migration seizure. At the low oil level such as 7 oz., the compressor with
tin coated swashplate have more than 50% chance to survive after severe migration while non coated swashplate will
fail immediately. At the higher oil level, tin coated swashplate will pass the migration test consistently. But the non
coated swashplate had problems even at the high oil level (11 oz.).
The reason for tin to help at this condition is that tin is a dry lubricant. In the absence of oil, tin can easily
sheer and smear on swashplate surface so that shoe can slide on swashplate when compressor is turned on. It should
be noted that if the swashplate is completely dry at the start-up, the price to pay for the pump to rotate is to consume
tin coating while the shoes are sliding on the tin surface. Therefore, tin will be worn away after several such pure dry
starts. Fortunately, a completely dry swashplate is not commonly found unless there are severe migration cycles or
very low oil charge level.
2. Piston design
Two piston designs (ring piston and ringless piston with Teflon coating) in swashplate compressors were
evaluated at the migration dry start tests. The results are listed in Table 5. It can be seen that ring piston design can
survive more cycles in the migration dry start test. This is because the fit between ring piston and cylinder bore is
loose and a little flexibility between the two contact parts is beneficial to the dry start situation. It can ease some high
loading on the swashplate, allowing the pistons and shoes to rotate and adjust themselves to a position that can overcome the initial high friction resistance. The ringless piston design has much tighter fit and the contact between
piston and cylinder bore is almost rigid. Therefore, it has little compliance and is hard to relieve any high loading
encountered during the dry start.
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Table 4. Migration test results for coated and non coated swashplates on the truck A/C system.
Swashplate Type

Tin coated

Oil in System

Sample No.

Result

7 oz.

1

Pass

2

Marginal pass

1

Pass

2

Pass

11 oz

1
2

Pass
Pass

7 oz

1
2

Fail
Fail

11 oz

1
2

Marginal pass

9 oz

No coating

Fail

Table 5. Migration test results for two piston designs on the car A/C system.
Seized at start number

Piston type
Compressor 1

Compressor 2

Compressor 3

Compressor 4

Ringless with Teflon coating

1

1

1

3

Ring piston

3

3

4

1

DISCUSSION

The interactions of all variables are not studied due to the complexity and time restraint. But some interactions may be very important in explaining migration failures. For example, sometimes compressor dry seizure happens in the winter when a large temperature change is unlikely. However, if this very system has a suction hose
route similar to Figure 3 (b), it is possible to have a near dry compressor even without an environmental temperature
change. The condition will become worse if there is a low oil level to begin with. In another case, two systems may
have different compressor failure rates even if their accumulator locations relative to compressor are the same. All
variables such as oil returning time and suction hose route have to be considered in failure analysis.
Another important aspect of system hose configuration and migration is their connection to oil-in-circulation
(OIC). If the OIC is low for a specific A/C system, the oil level inside a compressor is always low when it is shut off.
So, once the pump is exposed to a less severe migration temperature cycle or the system hose has a similar route like
in Figure 3(b), the compressor can easily become dry and subsequently fail at the start-up.

CONCLUSION

The resistance to migration dry start failures can be improved by: high mount of accumulator to compressor,
downhill suction hose towards compressor, coating on swashplates, right selection of piston design and adding oil to
AIC systems. Based on the findings from this study, it is necessary to have a configuration guideline for the refrigerant subsystem designs.
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